Inventory Scanning Application

Accessing the Mobile Inventory App

- Open a web browser on the mobile device and log into https://sso.paws.lsu.edu/login (or go to lsu.edu and click myLSU)

- Access the Inventory App here: myLSU → Financial Services → Inventory Scanning Application

- The application will detect whether you’re using a mobile device or a PC. When you log on using a tablet or smartphone, you will be asked “Access Mobile Scanning App?”. Select OK to continue with the Mobile version. If you are using a mobile device but specifically want to access the Desktop version, click Cancel when prompted.
Inside The Mobile Inventory App

A. The home screen (shown above), once you are logged in, will have your assigned cost center(s) displayed in the section titled “Selected Search Filters”:
B. Review this area carefully, as you have the ability to re-filter the search criteria using the “Build Search Filters” section of the homepage:
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C. After you have confirmed that the search filters are relevant to your area, click here to open a filtered list of assets for your department:
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D. The screen will display a comprehensive list of assets, sortable by Tag Number, Asset Description, Location, and Asset Cost:

- Assets that have been previously scanned, or manually entered, will be highlighted in green and a star icon will be visible beside the Tag Number.
Preparing To Scan

A. In order to beginning scanning Property Tags, click on the three lines on the banner at the top of the page:

B. The box will display a drop down menu with three choices:

- Setup Search = Return to the homepage and search filters
- Scan Items = Allows you to scan assets into the mobile inventory app
- List Inventory = Returns you to the list of filtered inventory assets

C. Click on “Scan Items”. This will display the options for you to select your input method:

- Scanner – Select if using Bluetooth scanner to input located assets
- Device Camera – Used to take a picture of a Property Tag, allowing the app to “read” the barcode
- Manual Entry – This option is to be selected only if a barcode is unable to be scanned, the Property Tag is missing (but verified), the asset has an older property tag with no barcode, etc.  **TIP: To bring up the iPad keyboard, click the scanner’s power button twice quickly.**
D. As a rule, all assets with barcode tags must be scanned (vs. manual entry). Certain situations such as damaged barcode or off campus equipment are exceptions. Once the asset is scanned, the scanner will emit a beep, signifying the scan was completed. Successfully scanning a Property Tag will result in the asset being highlighted and notated with a star on the “Filtered Inventory” screen.

E. If an asset must be manually entered, type in the Property Tag number and click “Validate Asset”. Successfully entering a Property Tag manually will result in the asset being highlighted and notated with a star on the “Filtered Inventory” screen.

F. Use of the “Device Camera” option is the least efficient method and will generally be a last resort.

**Updating Room Locations and Serial Numbers**

A. Building and room changes should be noted in the app using the “Add Comment” option located at the bottom of the page. Clicking on the bar will display a page with a drop down menu:
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- Asset Needs New Tag = This notifies Property Management that the asset will need a new Property Tag.
★ Asset Should Be Surplused = Allows the user to easily identify assets which need to be transferred to Property Management for surplus/disposal. Note that selecting this option does NOT initiate a transfer to surplus in Workday. Normal surplus procedures are still required. This simply creates a note within the inventory app for later follow up.

★ Update Location = enter the correct building and room number for the current location of the asset so that the asset can be transferred to the updated location in Workday. Note that the location update (transfer) in Workday is separate and must be completed by the Asset Custodian.

★ Update Serial Number = If an asset is missing the serial number, it can be manually entered or scanned here, and Property Management will add to the asset in Workday. No additional action is required by the Asset Custodian for this.

B. As always, asset locations should be kept current and updated throughout the year. Asset Custodians should notify Property Management when a location (room/building combination) is not available in Workday as we are actively working with Facility Services to update locations.

C. Effort should be made to update any missing serial numbers and/or to correct inaccurate serial numbers as they are identified by the Asset Custodian throughout the inventory cycle.

Adding/Uploading Pictures of Assets

In certain situations, it may be necessary to use the mobile device to take a picture of the asset and upload it into the app. At the bottom of the page displaying an asset’s information, there is a bar titled “Take Photo of Asset”. Making this selection will utilize the device’s camera to upload a picture of the asset, or Property Tag, into the mobile app.